
Shakopee West  
Required Supplies for AVID Binder System 

 

In AVID, we use a specific organizational method because it will help you: 
❏ keep ALL supplies/materials/papers for ALL your classes in ONE place!! 
❏ stay organized 
❏ find all of your assignments, notes, and materials easily 
❏ avoid unnecessary trips to your locker so you don’t miss instruction 
❏ not lose assignments 
❏ not forget assignments/homework at school 
❏ easily study notes on a regular basis so you can get GREAT GRADES 

  
This supply list is to outfit you for all of your classes. 

No additional supplies are necessary. Please disregard other supply lists. 
(However, if you are taking GTT or IED, you will need the supplies listed for that class. If you are 

taking an Art class, you’ll need an unlined sketchbook.) 
 

Quantity Item Example 

1 Good quality 3-ring binder 
2 ½ or 3 inches (with D rings preferred) 

you can choose the style, but                        
do not choose a style with built-in 
accordion folders! (Trapper Keeper 

style is fine as long as there are                         
no built in folders.) 

 

6 or 7 Tab subject dividers  to separate each 
academic and elective class (not 

physical education), including AVID 
You can choose the style. 

 

1 Zipper pouch to store supplies  
(3-hole punched heavy-duty              

Ziplock bags work) 
You can choose the style.                   

Heavy-duty is best!  

1 Assignment calendar or agenda with 
enough space to write information for 

each class daily. 
You can choose the style. 

 

depends 1 composition notebook if you’re taking 
a world language class 

 



1 binder pocket to store composition 
notebook in the binder 

You can choose the style. 

 

2 or more Pens (a variety of colors is helpful) 

 

5 or more Pencils  

1 or more Colored highlighters 

 

1 roll Scotch tape  
(for taping handouts in                           

science notebook)  

4 or more 
packages 

Loose-leaf filler paper  
(If you spend extra and get the 

reinforced holes, you’ll be glad.) 

 

1 package Graph paper 

 

12 Sheet protectors 

 

1 Scientific calculator  
(with trig functions- sin, cos, tan): 

TI-30XS Multiview or TI-30XA 
recommended  

 
*If you have difficulty acquiring any of the materials, please contact your AVID teacher. 


